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Criteria Ratings Pts

26 pts 

16 pts 

16 pts 

16 pts 

Craftsmanship

Stitch Quality, size,
placement,
perfection. 
Construction
details clean and
well crafted. 
Fabric properly
arranged, notions
installed correctly.

26 pts
Ready to sell
Stitching and
construction
details are
clean and
precise.
Technical
execution is
evident.

20 pts
Sellable
Second
Stitching
uneven, 1-2
errors in
construction
details,
slightly off
grain.

15 pts
Moderate Repairs
Notions not
working or placed
incorrectly,
construction details
sloppy or holes in
seams, unfinished
interior seams.

8 pts
Extreme
Repairs
Critical
failure on
seams, no
seam
finishes,
reparable,
but not
wearable.

0 pts
No Marks
Garment is
unfixable and
unwearable.
Key points of
the
assignment
not
completed.

Creativity

Proper fabric
selection. 
Design choices
made or
incorporated. 
Color coordination
(matching or
contrasting). 
Unique nature of
garment.

16 pts
Ready to
Sell
color well
thought out,
fabric is
appropriate,
notions and
personal flair
is evident.

12 pts
Sellable
second
student didn't
change any
design
elements but
fulfilled the
letter of the
assignment,

8 pts
Moderate
repairs
Color is off,
creative
details are
missing,
fabric is
inappropriate
for the
garment.

4 pts
Extreme Repairs
Student didn't
fulfill the nature of
the assignment,
key elements are
missing or not
executed with
intention.

0 pts
Reject
Garment
shows no
intention in
fabric,
construction
or design.

Problem to
outcome

Design choices fit
the intent of the
garment. 
Garment properly
fulfills the required
elements.

16 pts
Ready to Sell
Garment
fulfills the
required
elements of
the
assignment:
Collar Full
body closure
Insulation
zippered
pocket Lining

12 pts
Sellable
second
Garment
fulfills the
required
elements of
the
assignment:
Collar Full
body closure
Insulation
zippered
pocket Lining

8 pts
Moderate
repairs
Garment
fulfills the
required
elements of
the
assignment:
Collar Full
body closure
Insulation
zippered
pocket Lining

4 pts
Extreme
Repairs
Garment
fulfills the
required
elements of
the
assignment:
Collar Full
body closure
Insulation
zippered
pocket Lining

0 pts
reject
Garment is
not hitting
assignment
criteria.

Professionalism

Garment is clean,
pressed, clean and
ready to sell. 
Loose threads,
marking elements,
etc., are not
present.

16 pts
Ready
to sell
Item is
store
shelf
ready.

12 pts
Sellable second
Garment has
unclipped threads or
loose lint and
threads. Garment
has not been
pressed. or marking
is still visible

8 pts
Moderate
repairs
Item is
moderately
wrinkled, with
moderate lint
or unclipped
threads, or
marking.

4 pts
Extreme
Repairs
Garment has
extreme
wrinkles and
extreme loose
or unclipped
threads or
existing
marking.

0 pts
Reject
Item is
unwearable
due to
wrinkling,
marking
visible or
lint and
threads.
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Total Points: 150

Criteria Ratings Pts

16 pts 

25 pts 

20 pts 

15 pts 

--

Fit and Function

Fits the constructor
properly and
comfortably

16 pts
Ready to
sell
Item
functions for
the intended
purpose and
fits the
wearer true
to intent.

12 pts
Sellable
second
Fit is not as
intended,
function is
not as
intended,
but still
wearable.

8 pts
Moderate
repairs
Garment will be
unable to be
worn without
an adjustment
or function is
impaired by fit.

4 pts
Extreme repair
Garment cannot
be worn without
significant
alteration for fit, or
function is
severely impaired
by fit.

0 pts
Reject
garment is
unwearable
for fit or
function and
will need to
be recycled.

Paragraph

Pros 
Cons 
What you have
learned 
What you would do
different 
What you are the
most proud of

25 pts
Full Marks

0 pts
No Marks

Tech Pack

Tech pack with
tech flats, BOM,
construction notes,
and reflection

20 pts
Full Marks
Tech pack is uploaded and complete.

0 pts
No Marks
Tech pack is not included.

Photo

Front, side, and
back views from
head to hem

15 pts
Full Marks
All photos are uploaded.

0 pts
No Marks
No photos are included.

 4. Developing
specific skills,
competencies, and
points of view
needed by
professionals in
the field most
closely related to
this course
threshold: 4.0 pts

5 pts
Exceptional
progress;
student made
outstanding
gains.

4 pts
Substantial
progress;
student made
large gains.

3 pts
Moderate
progress;
student
made some
gains.

2 pts
Slight
progress;
student
made small
gains.

1 pts
No
apparent
progress.




